Hello friends,
Thank you for your love and responses!
As the message is spreading, sannyasins are openheartedly coming forward with their concern and suggestions.
Individual sannyasins (many close to Osho) and sannyasins representing some of the biggest centers have come forward in support for the central sannyas organisation, because they see it is needed. They want to become part of it and selflessly contribute whatever they see will be helpful.
For the organisation and commune, sannyasins have offered already places like a resort and spa, a housing complex, hundreds of hectares of land and a castle - all located in very beautiful places around the world.
Other sannyasins want to help the organisation by supplying Osho’s media, books and contributing with groups, therapies and merchandising the campaign by printing T-shirts etc.

When I was looking through your messages I realised that centralizing the sannyas community should be our highest priority. Its main office could be set up anywhere and it could start its work very soon.
A central organisation would bring also the sannyasins and the centers much better together. It will create “synergy effects” between the centers and support them for a flourishing revival. It will help and take care of their expansion and growth.

Besides, a new sannyas corporate sector could be founded for generating finances and funding the expansion of the centers. Under this, different businesses could be organised to provide opportunities for jobs and financial securities for sannyasins. This would bring them income, so they can devote more of their time to meditation and their creativity.
Friends who have already businesses could benefit from this facility and we could invite new investments for instance into therapy and training institutes, publications, art, music and entertainment institutes, or even export-import business, real-estate, in fact anything sannyasins like could be done.
A true Zorba the Buddha community – where sannyasins can meditate, work, recreate and earn. There are many beautiful places of sannyasins, which have a big potential for expansion, but lack the support and resources. Their potential should be used to have sannyas prosper, so all the sannyasins, including those who have devoted their lives for these places, are gratified!

I received also a few suggestions for a mobile sannyas community. This concept could vary and be very well incorporated in our program.
When the centers are members of one global sannyas organization, it can organise regular sannyas festivals on a rota system and as per the capacity of the host.
This will support the centers to grow dynamically and give sannyasins the freedom of mobility with a feeling of being in a commune.
A caravan that celebrates from city to city and country to country... A beautiful idea, which could encourage many new people!
I would love to see every place that carries Osho’s seeds transformed into very big meditation temples – to create an overwhelming “presence” of Osho around the world!

For further development and to manage an organisation like this we need your input and an experienced management with heart. If you are interested or fit the requirement please write to omic@ii.net.

Let us move ahead and realise it!

With Love
Mahadevi

My Osho, My Sannyas!
A campaign to celebrate Osho and His Sannyasins

Note: With the consent of the writer, we would like to publish soon many beautiful messages we received on the website.